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PA as a factor for growth
Quality of governance widely varies within the EU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An illustration of the link between government effectiveness and competitivenessSome further evidence on the need of reforms:– public sector in Europe spends half of the GDP, yet services do not reach all that need them. Social justice is perceived to be in declinecorruption deprives the public with 9,000 bln euroIt is clear that reforms need to continue and we see this as a two-step process:1/ ensure a similar level of quality across Europe 2/ long in the longer term and agree where we want to be in 20 years' time. There are many teams and initiatives, including the Commission, looking at the opportunities and dimensions of government  transformation in the future. 
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PA as a factor for growth• Government efficiency differs between 
Member States…

• … but also between regions 

• EQI is based on an extensive survey covering the perceptions of 
people of public sector services (education, healthcare law 
enforcement)

• It measures the extent to which people feel that the services 
concerned are of a good quality and are accessible in an 
impartial way
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PA as a factor for growth
Quality of governance has a strong regional dimension
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PA as a factor for growth
• There are marked differences between how business-friendly Member States are

• The state of the business environment can also vary within countries due to differences in the efficiency of local 
authorities
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PA as a factor for growthOverarching
objective Promote development
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PA as a factor for growth
The quality of government and institutions appears to be a key condition for development
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PA as a factor for growth

Source: DG REGIO

Improving institutions is also a condition for the successful use of cohesion policy funding
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PA as a factor for growth• The quality of governance and in particular strong government institutions is major condition for the development of the EU  
regions lagging behind and for the success of cohesion policy programmes. 

• Strong government institutions and highly efficient public administration in the Member States are key conditions for 
reaching the EU overarching objective of economic convergence and integration. 

• These aspects are also core business for the World Bank.  

• World Bank, SRSS and DG REGIO joint efforts in this project aimed at better understanding the mechanisms influencing 
public administration productivity in a selection of EU Member States.

• The project adopts and adapts the methodology of the WB Bureaucracy Lab.

• This workshop is the first and critical step in the project's implementation. 

• Lead to a proposal for improving the diagnosis and measurement of personnel management and public administration 
productivity.
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